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Previous page: The Mecca of Polo, Palermo, in Argentina. 
 A 40-goal match in progress, the highest level of polo that can ever be played. 

On the 10th Anniversary of the Amity Polo Cup, we dedicate this book to the stately game of polo and 

also to the countless smiles the Amity Humanity Foundation has brought on the faces of people from the 

underprivileged section of society.



It is with a deep feeling of gratitude that on this 10th edition of the Amity Polo Cup, we are releasing a unique 

coffee table book on the stately game of Polo infused with the connect that Amity has with the sport.  

At Amity we are passionate about nurturing and educating the brilliant youth of our country and the world.  

Thus, sports has a natural connect.  We are proud to have many sports academies out of whom numerous 

laurels have been won nationally and Internationally.  The Amity Riding and Polo Academy is one of them 

that has over the years contributed immensely to the sport and love for horses.  

At the same time we have a great dedication towards nation-building.  Our Founder Dr Ashok K Chauhan and 

Chairperson Dr Amita Chauhan have dedicated their lives to education and philanthropy.  We are indebted 

to them for setting the path towards compassion, caring and giving.  The Amity Humanity Foundation has 

for about two decades worked relentlessly at the grass-root level to touch hundreds of thousands of lives.  

Two of the projects close to our hearts are Amitasha and Atulasha where we take in young underprivileged 

girls and boys.  Their transformation into confident, self-sustaining and educated young women and men 

is truly heartwarming.  

Our love for Polo and passion to propagate the cause of education for underprivileged children is what led 

to the Amity Polo Cup.  One of the few, if not the only, Polo tournament in India that raises awareness and 

resources for charity.  It is always a matter of pride to see our young boys and girls performing confidently 

on the polo field in front of the crème de la crème of the society.  If even a small percentage of our guests 

walk away with a rekindled desire to help the needy, then a lot has been achieved.  For when it comes to 

uplifting society, no action is too small, no desire is without consequence. 

I would like to thank all who have helped us over the years to make the Amity Polo Cup so impactful.  This 

book is a dedication to this sport we all love and to the smiles we collectively nurture.  A lot of research and 

work has been put in to make a unique book for you to cherish.  For those new to polo there is a lot of insight 

and history, but even for the polo experts there are numerous pieces of information you will enjoy. 

Pooja Chauhan 

Vice Chairperson, Amity Humanity Foundation 

When I was asked to write the foreword for this Coffee Table Book on Polo, my thoughts went back to the 

period when my grandfather, Swami Ritnand Saraswati, a saintly person who served humanity and lived 

upto the age of 101 years, used to narrate stories to me as a child. 

 

He once told me about a highly successful and rich industrialist who reached the gate of God for his last 

interview. He was told to take a path full of stones and and thorns to reach God. The industrialist saw 

another path full of rose petals and also a helicopter standing nearby and enquired as to why he could 

not take these. He was explained that he had become very rich and left huge properties, yachts and bank 

balances, but had never done anything for the underprivileged, that is why this path of stones and thorns.  

The nearby path full of rose petals was only for those who had cared for the poor and downtrodden and the 

helicopter was reserved for those who not only became successful but also sacrificed their whole life for 

philanthropic activities and established organizations to further their cause for centuries.

 

This story left a deep impression on my mind and I resolved that after my studies I would work hard to 

become highly successful with enough resources to enable me to serve the society.  This small seed sowed in 

my mind by my grandfather and the value-based upbringing by my God-fearing parents Shri Baljit Shastri 

and Smt Vedvati led to the formation of the not-for profit Ritnand Balved Education Foundation, which has 

resulted in the numerous Amity Schools and Amity Universities across the world.  Very soon thereafter,  the 

Amity Humanity Foundation was established to work at the grassroot level for the underprivileged.  

 

Every successful person in this world has the desire to serve society, to help the downtrodden and 

underprivileged.  But sometimes in the hectic of our lives, the awareness for this goes missing.  Through 

the Amity Polo Cup, the Amity Humanity Foundation has successfully over the last decade rekindled this 

awareness in the hearts of so many who have the capacity and resources to help society.

 

I am grateful to God that he has given me a wife like Dr. Amita Chauhan who is also greatly committed for 

serving the humanity and has imbibed the same urge and deep sense of giving in all our children. 

This Coffee Table Book has been developed by my eldest daughter-in-law, Ms. Pooja Chauhan, the Vice 

Chairperson of Amity Humanity Foundation, under whose leadership the Amity Polo Cup as well as many 

other activites are organised. I am sure that this unique Book on Polo will be a visual treat to all its readers.

Dr. Ashok K. Chauhan

Founder President, Ritnand Balved Education Foundation 

(The Foundation of Amity Institutions and Sponsoring Body of Amity Universities)
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A vintage illustration of polo in India.

An Introduction
POLO

The first form of polo, with resemblance to the modern 

version, was played by the mounted nomads in Central Asia 

around present day Iran. This version of the game dates back 

to a time between 600 B.C- 100 A.D. More than a game, it 

was a compulsory training regime for the cavalry and other 

elite fighting units of the tribesmen.
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A polo game: an illustration from the poem Guy u Chawgan (1546) - the Ball and the Polo-Mallet.

“Let other people play other things. The King of Games is still the Game of Kings.”

~ Inscribed on a stone tablet beside a polo ground, South of the fabled Silk Route, China
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The gallop of stately horses. The strike of the mallet. The ground and the audience, teeming with royalty. 

Together, they present an exhilarating experience, called Polo. Often considered as the province of the 

crème de la crème, this game presents an inspirational bond between horses and humans. The unique 

union of the athletic talents of the duo, presents a game, that is befittingly termed as the ‘The Sport of 

the Kings’.  

The first form of the game, with resemblance to the modern version, was played by the mounted nomads 

in Central Asia around present day Iran. This version of the game dates back to a time between 600 

B.C- 100 A.D. More than a game, this form of polo was a compulsory training regime for the cavalry and 

other elite fighting units of the tribesmen. In fact, with as many as hundred on each side, the war-borne 

tribesmen used to play and practise the game as mini-battles.

Soon, owing to its popularity amongst men and women alike, polo became the national game of Persia. 

Like most interesting things, the game too started spreading across the world. In India it was introduced 

by the Muslim invaders from Central Asia in the 13th Century.

The earliest records credit Manipur, a state in the North Eastern part of India, for the origin of the game’s 

modern version. The British Military Officers and Tea Planters, the enthusiasts and torchbearers of the 

game, made it a popular sport. The British officers stationed in India, under the aegis of Lieutenant 

(later Major General) Joseph Ford Sherer and Captain Robert Stewart, are credited with giving polo the 

framework and structure of a specialised sport. Soon, the first Polo Club of the world was established 

in Silchar, a small town in Assam, at around 1833. A few decades later, in 1862, the oldest polo club in 

existence, Calcutta Polo Club was established.

Played by the nobility and the military men, the game found acceptance and gained popularity all over 

the world. Within no time, the game’s enthusiasts took it to places like Malta, England, Ireland, Argentina 

and Australia.

As the game garnered a worldwide appeal, the urge to test the skills of teams from different countries 

came into play. The first international competition, the Westchester Cup, was organised in 1886. In this 

competition, The United States unsuccessfully challenged the English, who were then the undisputed 

world-leaders.

In many ways, this event nudged more and more countries to compete with each other on various 

platforms. From that point, as they say, the rest is history.

GENESIS AND HISTORY

In 1911, the State of Jaipur presented this polo ground to the State of Delhi for promoting polo and this is the reason the ground is called the Jaipur 
Polo Ground. It happens to be one of the most popular grounds in India.
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Manipur polo players, dressed and equipped to play a traditional Manipuri game of Sagolkangjei, 1875.

Mysore Lancers Polo Team; (L-R) Lt. Col. Th. Govind Singh, Maj. Gen. Habibullah, Maj. T. N. Katkar, Maj. A. R. Bijli, in traditional polo attire, in 
hard hats called Pitthats.
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Pat Williamson Ground, Calcutta Polo Club, 1974. 

The Calcutta Polo Club, Kolkata, established in 1862, is considered as the oldest polo club of the world still in existence.

Trophies won by the 61st Cavalry, including the Kolonka Cup, which is the biggest silver sporting cup 
in the world.
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Prime Minister of India, Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru at the National Defence Academy (NDA) with Major General 
Habibullah. An established polo player, General Habibullah had a critical role in establishing the NDA and the 
modern day Cavalry Regiment. He was also the first commandant of the NDA.

The National Defence Academy is a monumental testimony of Major General Habibullah’s love for horses. A 

Cavalry regiment veteran, several aspects of the Academy reflect his passion for horses. One such example is 

the grand red stone entrance in the shape of a horse shoe to the complex which houses the stables for around 

200 horses and the riding school. 

Notably, some legendary horses named Plaza, National Hope, Hercules, Akbar, Nargis, Prince, Princess, 

Pickpocket and Limelight have added to the glory of the Academy.
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A polo match with Prince Charles in progress at the Jaipur Polo Ground.
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From being a tribesmen’s game, to shaping into one of the most privileged 

sports, polo has travelled a long way. And the journey also witnessed a 

sea change in the equipment used by the players to play the game.

Polo is a high adrenaline and physically intensive game. Hence, the 

equipment needs to be chosen with the utmost care. Every small detail 

matters. Every aspect of the equipment comes into play. 

Many a time, seemingly insignificant details can be the reason behind 

the discomfort for the player or the horse. And this in turn, might have an 

adverse effect on the player’s game. Players would prefer to use equipment 

of varying specifications, according to their preferences. But when it 

comes to matches recognised by national and international authorities, 

the equipments used in the game are standardised according to the 

international norms. This goes on to explain the detailed-attention paid 

to the design, built and specifications of the equipment used in a polo 

game. Apart from standardising the game, it also lends an element of 

fairness to it.

 

EQUIPMENT AND ATTIRE
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Fondly called the Saddle Room, it is the ‘armoury’ of polo players at the 61st Cavalry, Jaipur. The stick maker’s workshop at the 61st Cavalry, Jaipur. 
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The Polo Ball
Originally, bamboo or willow root was used to make the outdoor polo balls. But as time and technology 

progressed, bamboo and willow gave way to high-impact plastic. The size of this ball is around 3.25 inches 

(8.3 cm) in diameter and weighs around four ounces (113.4 g).

On the other hand, the ball used for Indoor Arena Polo needs to conform to a different set of size 

specifications. The Indoor Polo Ball is leather covered and inflated. Its size is around 4.5 inches (11 cm) in 

diameter.

Interestingly, the bamboo or the willow root balls used to make a whistling sound, from the friction with 

air. This allowed the players to hear the ball coming and in turn, avoid being hit. Present day polo balls 

rarely split apart and can handle the players’ strikes much better.

The Mallet
Mallets are long-handled sticks, with hammer-shaped heads used to strike the ball in a game of polo. To 

ensure a good grip the mallet has a rubber-wrapped grip and a webbed thong called Sling, for wrapping 

around the thumb. The shaft of the mallet is made of manau-cane. Though composite materials are being 

increasingly used, the top players have an inclination for the cane mallets. The cigar shaped mallet-heads 

are made of a hardwood called Tipa and measure approximately around 9.25 inches. Usually, the mallet 

head weighs from 160 grams to 240 grams and varies according to the player’s preference and type of 

wood used.

Other Equipment
Alongside the players, the polo horses are also equipped with a specially designed gear. The set of 

equipments play a pivotal role in heightening the efficiency of the players in the game. 

Polo Saddles: Similar to the jumping saddles, the polo saddles skip a flap under the billets (leather straps 

that hold the saddle). This saddle has a flat seat and no knee-support. In turn, this enables the player to 

adopt a forward leaning position and keep the knees closed.

Breastplate: Usually attached to the front billet, this is of an utmost necessity for safety.

Stirrup: Iron stirrups, heavier than the usually used one, along with wider and thicker leather, help the 

player stand up whenever the need arises.

Polo Wraps: Used to wrap the legs of the ponies, from below the knee to the feltlock, this equipment helps 

in minimising the pain felt by the ponies during matches. The wraps often match the team colours.
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Like most of the things associated with the game, the attire for the players too has witnessed a change. 

From basic functional gear to state-of-the-art fashionable yet functional clothing, from a motley crowd in 

an undefined dress code to crème da la crème of the society in their most fashionable avatar, the game and 

its audience have redefined the dress code for polo. What’s more, polo shirts are no longer restricted to the 

players during a match. Widely accepted as business casual all over the world, a host of fashion brands have 

their own lines of polo shirts. Hugo Boss, Burberry, Fred Perry, Gucci, Ralph Lauren, United States Polo 

Association are amongst the better known brands of polo Shirts.

 

The genesis of Polo Shirts and Pants has a very functional attribute. Before the game travelled to different 

countries, it gained popularity in India. India with its tropical climate made the game a taxing affair so the 

players preferred wearing white pants. Brooks Brothers, who developed the button down collar specifically 

for polo players, had a specific objective in mind while designing the polo shirts. They wanted to keep the 

collar tabs from flying in the faces of the players while they were engrossed in the game.

A Ralph Lauren ad for polo t-shirts, 1975.
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A zoopraxioscope of horseback sommersault, 1893.

“In riding a horse, we borrow freedom.”

~ Helen Thompson
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There is no secret so close as that between a rider and his horse.
~ R. S. Surtees

HORSES

Whether it was the cavalry that helped armies win wars or 

the chariots that became the signature of affluence or the 

carts that carried goods, horses played a crucial role in 

every walk of ancient and medieval life.



Before firearms, horses won wars. Before the steam engines, horses carried men and their wares. And 

today, after every amenity is available to man, horses continue to intrigue him and his senses.

The earliest archaeological records point out that horses were first used as beasts of burden and warfare 

around Central Asia. Soon, they were the most trusted means of transporting men and goods the world 

over. Whether it was the cavalry that helped armies win wars or the chariots that became the signature 

of affluence or the carts that carried goods, horses played a crucial role in every walk of ancient and 

medieval life.

Since time immemorial, horses have intrigued the senses of human beings. Unsurpassed beauty, 

immeasurable strength and unmatched grace. Yet, when trained, they are humble enough to carry a man 

upon its back. No wonder, many a man has documented reams about its strength coupled with humility.

In the modern era, with the invention of motor-vehicles and mechanisation of the military forces, horses 

lost their significance in their core areas of expertise. But that didn’t take the sheen away from this 

majestic species. Today, most of the state ceremonial occasions are incomplete without horses, and 

equestrian sports are regarded as the most regal of all sports.
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Like many other animals, horses too are a self-hydrating species. Their skin releases essential oils that help in keeping 
their coat hydrated, shiny and making them less prone to diseases.

A horse’s shade is defined by the colour of its mane and tail. The most common shades of horses are Chestnut, Bay, Dark Bay and Grey.
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Adolfo Cambiaso, the current top ranked polo player in the world, once famously said, ‘Without good 

horses, you are nothing. In polo, it’s 70 per cent horse, 30 per cent rider. And I have the best horses’. 

This quote very well goes on to underline the significance of a pony on a polo field. The athletic abilities, 

training and manoeuvrability of horse are of supreme significance for a polo player. So much so, that 

a In fact, a player’s handicap can change by up to two goals, either way, based on their rapport with a 

particular pony and how well that pony is trained. No wonder, with so much of significance attached to 

the ponies, a lot goes into their training, grooming and breeding. 

Interestingly, though the term ‘pony’ is widely used to refer to the horses used in polo, it’s actually now 

a sort of a misnomer. The height limit for ponies was 13.2 hands (a ‘hand’ being 4 inches) measured at 

the withers (between the shoulder blades) prior to 1899. In 1899, it was raised to 14.2 hands (58 inches). 

However, the height restrictions were done away with in 1919. Today, though most ponies stand at 15.1 

hands but it isn’t unusual to spot a horse over 16 hands, every now and then. Both the bigger and smaller 

mounts have their own sets of pros and cons. The larger ones score over others in a ride off but lack the 

agility and manoeuvrability of smaller ponies. So, most players play with a host of horses, before picking 

the one that suits their playing style the best.

A closer look at the ponies sheds light at a few interesting facts. Most high-goal players are on thoroughbreds 

or thoroughbred crosses. Reason being that, only animals with a good degree of thoroughbred blood have 

the speed and stamina to gallop the long distances required in a polo match. After all, breeding from 

‘proven stock’ increases the genetic probability of the ‘brave-heart’ being inherited. Easier said than 

done, breeding of horses for polo has been a topic of debate for decades now. On paper, with resources and 

time in hand, it is a good idea to breed horses specifically for polo. But at the same time, it involves quite a 

few risks. While breeding, one can only hope that the offspring too has the best qualities of both sire and 

dam. But no equine is born perfect and the imperfect qualities too can find their way into the offspring. 

Also, the fact that it takes a wait of almost five to six years, to ascertain the qualities of a progeny and 

to decide whether it will make a top-notch polo mount, adds to the risk of breeding. So, cloning is the 

only option left to ensure a perfect polo pony. And this is the reason many polo players of repute opt for 

ex-racehorses. Ex-racehorses often offer an excellent source for polo mounts. They are already broken to 

the saddle and bridle. They have a knack for taking commands and have the much needed heart to play. 

Having said that, ex-racehorses too need to be taught to neck-rein apart from making them familiar to 

the mallet and desensitised to the prospect of being bumped.  

POLO PONIES
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The process of training a horse begins with the step known as ‘breaking a horse’. It is the first step towards 

the domestication of a horse.. Breaking a horse isn’t a job done overnight. Hours of close-involvement with 

the horse, rigorous regime and a dedicated bonding exercise go into turning a horse into a polo pony. And 

once the horse is back from its painstaking schedule, this is how it often relaxes. This is how it sheds off its 

tiredness. Only to get ready for another round.
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Polo ponies don’t come cheap. But then they say, the easiest part is acquiring a horse for polo matches. 

The actual task begins once the horse is in the stable. And grooming, a pivotal part of maintaining a 

horse, plays a role of utmost significance.

A host of different brushes are used for the upkeep of horses. Every brush is used for a very specific 

purpose, lending a different advantage to the horse. 

Curry Comb helps in removing all the dirt, mud and dust from the horse’s body.

The Hard Brush or the Stiff Brush, when moved in flicking motions in the direction of the hair, helps in 

brushing off the dirt.

The Soft Brush, similar to the Stiff Brush in look but with much softer bristles, helps in doing away with 

any bit of remaining dirt on the horse’s coat

The Hoof Pick is used to scrape out any dirt and pebbles from the hoof.

The mane and tail are maintained using any ordinary comb and to give it the natural flow and shine. 

GROOMING A POLO PONY

The perfect hoof, shined and ready, being true to the army’s way of being 

spick and span and ‘presentable’.

When it’s about a game of unmatched class, being prim and proper is the 

only way to be. And attention to small details, makes all the difference.
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Called Horse Bandages, these along with tendon boots are used to safeguard the tendons from any injury that 
might happen during a polo match. 
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A compulsory practice, horsetails are tied before every polo match. This is done to prevent the tail from entangling with the mallets (polo 

stick), while a match is in progress. 

“When you are on a great horse, you have the best seat you will ever have.”

~ Winston Churchill
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Tombstone of Prithviraj, The Flying Fortress of Mysore Lancers, at the 
61st Cavalry.
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Many polo players believe that the path to their hearts is paved with 

hoof-prints. Such is the bond of a player with his/her pony. No wonder, 

it’s not an exaggeration that a polo player is as good as his/her pony. 

Though every pony that graces the polo field is special, there are a few 

that have their names inscribed in the annals of the game’s history. They 

are legends. They are iconic. They have been the conversation starters 

for ages. Two of them are:

 

Prithviraj
 

Fondly called ‘The Flying Fortress of Mysore Lancers’, Prithviraj is 

regarded as a legend amongst polo horses in India. Born in 1933 and with 

a track record that is hard to match, he won the last championship at 

the age of 26 years, in 1959. This age is equivalent to 108 years in human 

beings. Owing to its achievements and the recognitions Prithviraj 

brought to the country, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru presented him with a 

rug on its retirement in 1960.

 

Shehzada
 

Shehzada, another horse whose name is etched in golden letters in the 

equestrian history of the 61st Cavalry has brought many awards and 

recognitions to the country. Known for his skills and showmanship, he 

helped Dafadar Raghubir Singh emerge as one of the most noteworthy 

equestrian sportsman of the country. It is often said that Shehzada was 

equally responsible for helping Dafadar Raghubir Singh win several 

laurels, both at national and international forums.

FAMOUS POLO PONIES



A rug presented to Prithviraj, in recognition of his services rendered to the nation, on its retirement in 1960, by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru.

FACING PAGE: Daffadar Raghubir Singh, Padma Shri, with his horse, Shehzada.
Dfr. Raghubir Singh, who won 2 Gold Medals in the Asian Games, 1984, always owed thanks to his horse. Another fine example 
of exemplary bonding between a horse and his master.
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POLO & ROYALTY

The pivotal role played by Rajasthan and royal families of  India, 

is well-evident from the pages of polo history in India. Most of 

the Maharajas, the most ardent patrons of the game, practised 

it as a family tradition. And soon, most of the royal scions were 

players to reckon with, even in the international arena.
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The signature of aristocracy. The excellence of sportsmanship. The union of athletic prowess and 

adventure. Together, they define the game of polo. Since inception, polo has always enjoyed the patronage 

of royal families and the ruling class. One of the many reasons behind this practise is the privilege of 

open spaces and horses, available to this section of the society. Over the centuries the game evolved into 

a tradition, religiously followed by most of the royal families all over the world.

India, the birthplace of modern polo, is no exception.

The royal families of the erstwhile princely states adopted the game with gusto. The pivotal role played 

by Rajasthan and its royal families is well-evident from the pages of polo history in India. Most of the 

Maharajas, the most ardent patrons of the game, practised it as a family tradition. And soon, most of the 

royal scions were players to reckon with, even in the international arena.

Late H.H. Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II, a 10-goal player, took the Jaipur team to new heights. One of the 

most noteworthy players, he inscribed the team’s name in the memoirs of modern polo. In fact, he led the 

team to victory in the 1957 polo World Cup in Deauville, France. That was one of the most glorious phases 

of Jaipur polo. From 1887 to 1901, the polo scenario in India, was dominated by the Jodhpur Team under 

the leadership of H. H. Sir Pratap Singh. In a nutshell, till 1919, Rajasthan’s princely states ruled the game, 

under different kings.

H.H. of Kishangarh, Maharaja Ratan Singh and H.H. of Alwar, Maharaja Motilal were also amongst the 

top most names in the list of noteworthy players from Rajasthan.

H.H. the Nawab of Bhopal, Thakur Prithi Singh was another great polo player. Under him, the Bhopal 

team reigned for three consecutive years.

Such was the halo around Indian polo and involvement of royalty that Prince of Wales visited India to 

attend a tournament held in early 1922.

Till date, the association of royalty with the game is a celebrated affair all over the world. Many names 

from royal families of different nations, continue to feature amongst the best players of the world.

The centuries old ‘Game of Kings’ is still very much a royal affair.

H.H Maharaja Sawai Man Singh, a 10-goal polo player, was a great patron of the game. And his wife, Maharani Gayatri Devi matched 
his passion and enthusiasm for polo and was a fine rider herself. 
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Maharaja Kumar Sadul Singhji of Bikaner atop his pony. Maharaja Umaid Singh Ji of Jodhpur with Jaipur Polo Team.
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Artist’s rendition of the Patiala Polo team.

In 1919, Rajasthan lost the polo crown for three consecutive years to the Patiala Team. Known as Patiala 

Tigers, it was another team that had set newer benchmarks in the game. The team was led by Maharaja 

Bhupinder Singh, a frontrunner amongst sports patrons in the country. So much so, that he used to maintain 

more than 500 finest polo ponies in his stable.
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61st Cavalry polo team with Maharani Gayatri Devi. Maharani Gayatri Devi presenting a polo trophy.

Princess Diana and Jane Ylvisaker in a box at the polo grounds in Wellington.
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The Duchess of Cambridge and Prince George at the Cirencester Park Polo Club, cheering for the Duke of 
Cambridge during a charity polo match.

Facing Page: Prince William, Duke of Cambridge and Prince Harry compete against one another in the Tianjin 
Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club Charity Cup at the Beaufort Polo Club on June 16, 2013 in Tetbury, England.



His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah, the Sultan of Brunei, a polo player who 
is a great patron and promoter of the game.

First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy poses with the Maharani and Maharaja of Jaipur, following a 
polo match for the Sirmoor Cup in Jaipur, Rajasthan.

L-R: (Playing for the Cavalry polo team) H. S. ‘Billy’ Sodhi, Kishen Singh,  Govind Singh; 
Mrs. Kennedy; the Maharani of Jaipur and Member of Indian Parliament, Gayatri Devi; 
(playing for Rajasthan Polo Team) the Maharaja of Jaipur Sawai Man Singh II and his son 
Maharajkumar Bhawani Singh.
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The Fiery Ball

There’s something intriguing about the royal families and their means of 

entertainment. Certain facts, even after centuries, continue to fascinate many 

a mind. The Fiery Polo Ball, popularly referred to as, Night Polo Ball is one such 

fact. This spherical cage of brass, hollow from inside with a disc is about the size 

of volleyball. A candle used to be placed inside the brass cage, on the disc, making 

it glow like a lantern in the night. The royal ladies used this illuminated ball to 

play a game of polo, in the night because modesty restricted them from playing 

in broad daylight.

This ball is on display in the Textile Gallery at the City Palace, Jaipur. 



Painted by Dana in 18th century of Jodhpur school. Two princesses are playing polo/chaugan alongwith their maids. The heads 
of the maids are covered with orhnis, while the heads of Rajkumaris are not covered. This Painting is presently a part of the 

collection in the National Museum, New Delhi.

An old newspaper clip reporting the final of the Sawai Man Singh Gold Vase Polo Tournament.
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Inscription on a wall in the Textile Gallery at the City Palace, Jaipur.

A handmade Mughal miniature painting depicting a game of polo, during the Mughal rule.
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THE INDIAN ARMY
A History with Polo

As mounted armies swept the length and breadth of the 

world, polo shaped into one of the noblest pastimes of the 

military. Hailed as one of the most holistic exercise schedule, 

polo was known for its contributions to physical fitness, 

teamwork and combativeness.
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Polo, since its genesis, has enjoyed a close association with the military. In fact, it was one of the most 

religiously followed training regimes for the King’s elite cavalry unit. Soon, as mounted armies swept 

the length and breadth of the world, polo shaped into one of the noblest pastimes of the military. Hailed 

as one of the most holistic exercise schedule, polo was known for its contributions to physical fitness, 

teamwork and combativeness. No wonder, polo games were played out as mini battles. In fact, at several 

places, each team had around hundred players. From the Shahs and Sultans and the Caliphs and Khans, 

to the British and U.S Armies, polo was the game that entertained the military and also helped them win 

many a war.

But once militaries all over the world got heavily mechanised, dependence on the cavalry regiments 

became much lesser. Horses gave way to armoured vehicles and motorisation replaced the need of horses 

for transportation. Also, maintaining a horse regiment wasn’t really cost-effective. But then, it wasn’t 

easy for the officers to give up their love for the game. No wonder, even after the cavalry units were 

dismantled by most of the armies, polo continued to enjoy the patronage of military officers, across 

ranks. Post World War II, the U.S Army was instrumental in keeping the tradition of polo alive. In India, 

polo has been adopted, encouraged and mentored by the Indian Army under the Chief of the Army Staff. 

Today, this game is played by most of the armed forces, across the world with the same old gusto and 

competitive spirit. Like as they say, a few things only get better with time.

GENESIS AND HISTORY

India must maintain a horse cavalry regiment at all times which shall serve 

as a link between the past and the present.

~ Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru

(An excerpt from a letter written by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to the Defence Minister Shri Krishna Menon)
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File photo of S. S. Mohawk that carried the Head Quarters and the first squadron of the Jodhpur 
Lancers to China in 1900. This picture is a fine example of horses travelling seven seas, for the call 
of duty.  

The Squadron of the Jodhpur Lancers on parade in China, 1901.
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A file photo of the officers and the J. C. Os of the Mysore Lancers squadron, 1952. A file photo of the officers and the J. C. Os of the Mysore Lancers squadron, 1953.
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A musical ride is the musical representation of the manoeuvers and tactics used by the Cavalry to out-flank and surprise the enemy.

The Gwalior Lancers Mounted Band, the only mounted band in the country at the Rambagh Polo Ground, 
Jaipur, 1965. They played their last tune in 1975, before they were disbanded. The horses they used were of a 
special colour, called black and white pinto.
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Haifa, the second biggest city of Israel, was captured 

by the Turks, Ottoman Empire, for over 400 years and 

was liberated by the Indian Cavalry forces of Jodhpur, 

Mysore and Hyderabad in 1918. It is the most famous 

Cavalry charge of the modern times where horses won 

a war against fortified positions equipped with artillery 

and machine guns, fighting with just swords and lances.



Cavalry troop formation drill. When one fights in Cavalry formations, the soldiers need to surprise the enemy with speed and flexibility. But 
since there is chaos during high-speed movement in the thick of war, one needs to practice often and maintain order. Here, we see such a 
practice session in progress, over a mountain.

Indian State Cavalry troops defending The Great Wall of China, 1900-1901.
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61st Cavalry, which has been part of all the major operations since Independence, seen here patrolling the frontiers in their role of safeguarding 
the nation.

Cavalry soldiers marching into the battle with full load over horsebacks.
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“When the Army Headquarters decided to amalgamate the Indian State Force 

Cavalry Regiments into one regiment, the 61st Cavalry was formed.

Their headquarters were in Jaipur and they were housed in the Haldi Ghati 

barracks of the Kachhawa Horse. The late Maharaja Sawai Man Singhji of Jaipur 

was their Colonel-in-Chief. He took a keen interest in the Regiment and being an 

international polo player he would go regularly to the Cavalry Lines and coach the 

players. He was a father figure to the young officers.

The colours of the Regiment were Red and Yellow and when they played polo all the 

wives would wear sarees of those colours.”

~ Excerpts from a letter written by Maharani Gayatri Devi to the 61st Cavalry,

October 25, 2003, Jaipur, Rajasthan.

UMAID BHAWAN PALACE
JODHPUR - 342 006

The 61st Cavalry enjoys a near unique position in the Armies of the world, 
and has kept one of the most colourful and inspirational traditions of the 
Indian Army alive in fast changing times. It is thus with much pleasure that 
I congratulate all officers and men, past and present, on the Regiment’s 
Golden Jubilee. Long may it f lourish!

The 61st’s association with Jodhpur is well known. Officers, men and 
horses from our regiment, the Durga Horse, found a new home in Jaipur 
with it after the amalgamation of the States’ Forces with the Indian Army 
in the early fifties. More than one Jodhpur Lancer’s officer commanded 
the Regiment in its early days, and many men from Marwar find a place 
on its rolls. But more than that, by honouring and celebrating one of the 
greatest cavalry charges by the Jodhpur Lancers at Haifa in 1918, the 61st 
has ensured that the Jodhpur’s finest hour will not be forgotten. And for 
this we remain ever grateful.

22nd October, 2003

GAJ SINGH
MAHARAJA OF JODHPUR

Excerpts from a letter by Maharaja Gaj Singh of Jodhpur to the 61st Cavalry on it’s Golden Jubilee Celebrations.

Re-created here on the basis of the letter, as in the original publication.
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Successor of the Governor General’s Bodyguard of the British Raj, the President’s Bodyguards is an elite 

cavalry regiment of the Indian Army. The senior-most in the order of precedence of the Indian Army 

Units, its primary objective is to escort and protect the President of India. Based in the Rashtrapati 

Bhawan, New Delhi, the regiment is equipped as a mounted unit, with horses for ceremonies and BTR-80 

vehicles for combat use. 
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The 61st Cavalry of the Indian Army is one of the very few non-mechanised cavalry regiments in the 

world. After India got its independence in 1947, the only remaining mounted cavalry in service was the 

President’s Body Guards and a few units that had formed part of the Imperial Service State Force. This 

force provided by the Indian Princely States and a few other horsed cavalry units, was reorganised and 

integrated into the regular Indian Army in 1951. In 1953, it was christened as the ‘New Horsed Cavalry 

Regiment’. A few months later in 1954, it was designated as the ‘61st Cavalry’. Amongst several other 

noteworthy achievements, the regiment’s role in the Battle of Haifa, 1918 is etched in golden letters in the 

annals of military history. Slowly but surely, with the modernisation of the Armed Forces, the operational 

roles of the 61st Cavalry became limited. While on the other hand, the ceremonial and equestrian roles 

of the regiment grew by manifolds. Each year on Republic Day Parade, the regiment and the President’s 

Body Guards parade in full dress uniform in New Delhi. This parade is probably the largest assemblage of 

traditional cavalry in the world. In its own way, this parade also acts as a motivating factor for the youth 

of the country to be a part of the Armed Forces.

Today, amongst many other things, the regiment takes pride in being the torchbearer of Indian Polo. 

A Padma Shree and Ten Arjuna Awards bear testimony to this fact. For decades, the regiment has put 

forth leaders and promising players of the Indian Polo Team. Players who have won countless laurels for 

the Country in various tournaments all over the world. This game has also enabled the regiment to be 

of diplomatic assistance to the Country on many occasions. Today, during times of peace, the nation has 

another set of reasons to be grateful to this regiment.

THE CAVALRY

Guard of Honour at the Quarter Guard, Regimental Headquarter, 61st Cavalry.
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Cavalry Training Manual, which outlines the guidelines for Cavalry training techniques.

61st Cavalry Regiment’s Insignia: Gandaberunda: A two-headed mythological bird, believed to possess 
immense magical strength.

Honours bestowed on the cavalry, from different 
corners of the world, for playing a significant 
role in these battles.
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There has always been a very romantic relationship between a soldier and his weapon. Seen here, a Cavalry rider carrying a sword for ‘triple 
tent pegging’, which is a part of a skill riding show. The rider will pick up 3 inch pegs from the ground within 6 seconds with the help of a 
lance, bayonet and a sword. 

This is a symbolic representation of how he will kill 3 enemies on a gallop, with 3 different weapons.

Briefing by the commander of troops in the morning parade.
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61st Cavalry at the Edinburgh Tattoo. 
A tattoo is a representation of a country, displaying a rich cultural heritage while a military tattoo is a mutual cultural exchange between 
friendly countries. The horse show, one of the most important events, is a show of equestrian skills and an exchange of culture. 
Also, in an international tattoo exchange, there is a lot of mutual learning and admiration between the participating nations’ armies. 

t

The 61st Cavalry at the Edinburgh Tattoo that happened after a gap of 40 years in 2002.



Cavalry Polo team with Prince Charles as a team member in a line-up with HH Maharaja Sawai Bhawani 
Singh and Princess Diana.
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Col. Ravi Rathore, the Captain of the Indian Polo Team and Commandant of the 61st Cavalry as of 2017, a player with 5-goal handicap, leading 
the Republic Day contingent on Rajpath. He is the only player to have achieved the rare feat of being part of the Indian Team for five successive 

Polo World Cups.
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PRESENT DAY POLO
Stately, Competitive & A Class Apart

Today, apart from the national teams, recognised by the 

national authorities of the game, polo is also widely played 

amongst a host of clubs. In fact, most of the tournaments  

are organised between the polo clubs.
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From being tribesmen’s pastime to being one of the most elite games known to mankind, polo has 

travelled a long way. Detailed specifications for every aspect of the game, a set of complex rules and a few 

governing bodies have brought uniformity to the game. Today, apart from the national teams, recognised 

by the national authorities of the game, polo is also widely played amongst a host of clubs. In fact, most 

of the tournaments are organised within and between the polo clubs. This includes membership, safety, 

fields and arenas. There are specially appointed qualified mounted instructors or umpires who oversee 

the club polo matches. The Calcutta Polo Club, Kolkata, established by British officers stationed in 

India in 1862, is the oldest polo club of the world, which is still in existence. In U.K., the County Polo 

Association was formed in 1898 to look after the interests of the county clubs and to organise the County 

Cup Tournaments. Many believe that the polo clubs are also a reason that the game has gone professional, 

with more professional players joining the game.
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Marching Band display at the Cartier Queen’s Cup, 2017.

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II accompanied by Arnaud M Bamberger, Executive Chairman Cartier Ltd.,  Jock 
Green-Armytage, Chairman of Guards Polo Club and 2013 Cartier Queen’s Cup Champions Lyndon Lea in Jersey 
2 and his winning Zacara Polo Team, Facundo Pieres Jersey 1, Rodrigo Andrade 3, Matt Perry 4.
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Top Polo Players in the World

The rankings of polo players are constantly updated; with each player being ranked on the basis of his/

her performance, during the course of the year, in the key tournaments around the world. The top polo 

players in the world in 2017 are:  

1          Adolfo  Cambiaso, Argentina      

2          Facundo  Pieres, Argentina  

3          Juan Martin Nero, Argentina           

4          Gonzalo Pieres Jr., Argentina      

5          David Stirling Jr., Uruguay    

6          Pablo Mac Donough, Argentina  

7          Nicolas Pieres, Argentina   

8          Diego Tomas Cavanagh, Argentina    

9          Pablo Pieres, United States 

10        Rodrigo Andrade, Brazil

Top Polo Players in India (in alphabetical order)

1          Abhimanyu Pathak

2          Angad Kalaan

3          Basheer Ali

4          Dhruvpal Godara

5          Col. Navjit Singh Sandhu

6          Col. Ravi Rathore

7          Samir Suhag

8          Shamsher Ali

9          Simran Shergill

10         Lt. Col. Vishal Chauhan

Facundo  Pieres, one of the leading polo players in the world.
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Best Polo Pony at the Cartier Queen’s Cup, 2015. Women’s Sunset Polo Match at The Bentley Scottsdale Polo Championships, Arizona, 2016.
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A vintage Hermès ad, early 1900.

POLO & FASHION

Today, in most of the polo matches, the audience sports a 

good sense of fashion. Classic or contemporary, depending 

on the individual’s choice, they often make statements with 

their dressing.
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First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy with the Maharaja of Jaipur Sawai Man Singh II and his wife, the Maharani of Jaipur, Gayatri Devi, post a 
polo match.

Since its genesis, polo has seen a volume of changes in almost every aspect of the game. But then as they 

say, there are always a few things that never change. Patronage of the royalty and the crème de la crème 

of the society is one such constant. Even today the audience of most of the polo matches comprises of 

the privileged section of the society, sporting an impeccable sense of fashion. Classic or contemporary, 

depending on the individual’s choice, they often make statements with their sartorial sense. A reason 

why fashion journalists cover the popular matches closely, documenting the attire of the guests in detail. 
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Queen Elizabeth makes an appearance at a polo match in a classic attire 
with bold highlights.

Anne, Princess Royal, at the Royal Ascot, wearing a checkered blue wraparound 
jacket secured at the waist with a bow, teamed with a navy skirt and a delicate 
headgear, 2017.
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Princess Diana at the Cartier International Polo match, wearing a white jacket and a wide black belt, with a green shin-length 
skirt.
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Princess Diana and Princess Sarah Fergusson at a polo match at Windsor.

“I remember all the hype about that sweater.

All white Scotty dogs except a single black one.”
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Sartorial statements are easy to spot at polo events in Hamptons. Like these men in classic accessories, the hat and 
suspenders, make for a classic yet chic statement.
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The polo match and event held annually in the Hamptons (Bridgehampton) is a luxury event, well-attended 
by the who’s who of the society. Also famous for the fashionably dressed audience, this event is flocked by 
fashion journalists.

Jacqueline Kennedy and Rajmata Maharani Gayatri Devi at a polo match. 
Maharani Gayatri Devi in a quintessential chiffon saree and Jacqueline 
Kennedy in an elegantly cut dress teamed with gloves, make for contrasting 
yet equally fashionable statements.



Polo player Nacho Figueras and his wife, Delphina Blaquier starred in the Ralph Lauren 
Romance campaign, a soft floral fragrance that was launched in 1998. The first romance 
campaign to be filmed in colour, it was shot on location at Delphina’s family estate in 
Buenos Aires.

Prince Harry in action at the Maserati Royal Charity Polo Trophy, 2016.
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L-R: Clair Windsor, Guinn ‘Big Boy’ Williams and Mrs. Johnny Mack Brown, wife of the film actor; some of the prominent 
hollywood celebrities who gathered at the Riviera Polo Grounds to witness a match in 1933.



An Argentine a 10-goal handicap, and currently the top-ranked polo 
player in the world, Adolfo Cambiaso is also known for his immaculate 
fashion sense. A sharp sense of dressing, coupled with sensibly picked 
accessories, has made him a darling of the fashion journalists all over 
the world. His La Dolfina Store, an enormous shop on Avenida Figeroa 
Alcorta, Buenos Aires, is a fine testimony of his take on polo and fashion.

Facing Page: Ignacio ‘Nacho’ Figueras, an Argentine polo player with 
a handicap of 6, is one of the most photographed players in the world. 
Often called the ‘David Beckham of Polo’ he has been the face of Ralph 
Lauren’s Black Label line since 2005. He was recently chosen to be the 
face of Polo fragrances.
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Julia Roberts and Richard Gere in a scene at a polo match, in the iconic film Pretty Woman.
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“I had been playing golf and I arrived in a pair of slacks during the second chakkar and the Regiment was not doing well. I sent my driver to my house 

and told him to bring my red and yellow sarees. I put it on over my slacks - The Regiment won the match!”

~ Excerpt from a letter written by Maharani Gayatri Devi to the 61st Cavalry.

Polo and its association with the royalty and traditions is the foremost thing on the minds of people. 

That’s perhaps the reason why people tend to associate the game with formal dressing. But a closer look 

at the game and its audience reveals that polo is more about comfortable yet chick dressing. No wonder 

that fashion authorities have often discussed the topic, ‘What to wear to a polo match?’ at length. We have 

picked the gist from many such discussions and underlined the basics of ‘polo dressing’.

First, there’s no specified dress code for most of the polo matches. Unless you are invited for a special 

after match party, chances are you are expected to be in your ‘comfortably stylish’ self.

For Him
Dress Pants or Chinos, coupled with a dress shirt is one of the most preferred combinations for a polo 

game. Often, many guests wear a sports coat or a blazer along with this combination. Light, summery 

shades such as pastels, white, beige and camel paired with navy blue or olive are considered ideal. 

Gentleman can turn up in an array of stylish suites. Panama hats, ties and pocket squares add a nice 

touch. Dressing in Polo attire, unless playing, should be avoided.

For Her
Sundress, floating maxi dress, tailored trousers or comfortable culottes. There’s only one rule that needs 

to be kept in mind, keep it smart and feminine.

Picking a dress for a ‘stylish summer picnic meets a garden party’, is a smart way to look great at a polo 

match. Whites, pastel shades and neutrals are always the chic options. Some right accessories, say a 

colored scarf, a bold pair of sunglasses and a wide-brimmed hat can be added to complete the look.

The Shoes need to be stable and short. Heels or stilettos are not ideal for a polo match, Wedges and flat 

shoes that allow ease of movement are the ones, most suited for a game. A Polo dress is less structured 

and is about being chic and comfortable. 

WHAT TO WEAR FOR A POLO MATCH
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AMITY POLO CUP
Rekindling Hope

Organised by the Amity Humanity Foundation and the 

Amity Riding and Polo Academy, the Amity Polo Cup is 

the largest and one of the most awaited tournaments in the 

Delhi Polo calendar. It is also unique in a manner since 

it raises funds and awareness towards the education of 

underprivileged children.
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Established in 2001, Amity Humanity Foundation (AHF) is the creation of the benevolent visionary 

Dr. Ashok. K. Chauhan. An inherent urge to give back to the society and uplift the lives of the 

disadvantaged section of the society has always been the guiding light for AHF. Today, the Foundation 

is a reflection of the Amity Group of Institutions social responsibility and an integral part of the 

group’s core philosophy. 

The Foundation has been able to bring in a positive change to hundreds of thousands of people in 

several sectors. Education, women-upliftment, rehabilitation of the physically-challenged, skill 

development and soft skill training are the initiatives undertaken by AHF. In addition, Atulasha 

and Amitasha, a chain of schools run by AHF providing free education, uniforms books, meals 

and healthcare to underprivileged boys and girls respectively are setting new benchmarks. Along 

with this, staying true to its vision, AHF has been running livelihood projects for the rural and 

tribal people from the remotest corners of the country. Thousands of women and girls have been 

imparted training on skill development and this has improved their financial state and made them 

self-dependent. For everyone involved with the Amity Humanity Foundation the only passion is to 

rekindle hope and bring smiles to as many people as possible.

AMITY HUMANITY FOUNDATION



Prasoon Joshi composed the song, Sapna Dekha Maine for Amity Humanity Foundation to promote the cause of the girl child. The song, for 
which Amitasha girls sang with Shubha Mudgal, can be heard at www.amity.edu/sapnadekhamaine
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In India, girls carry the honour of their families and are the cornerstone on which homes are built. In a 

scenario like this, education serves as a powerful tool for a girl to live her life with love, respect, humility 

and dignity.  Educating a girl child is transforming two families, one in which she is born and another 

into which she gets married. So educate girls and you educate the entire nation.

~ Dr. (Mrs.) Amita Chauhan

Chairperson, Amity International Schools
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Nothing in life gives more happiness than seeing a smile on people’s faces. At Amity we have the privilege 

of educating over 150,000 brilliant and happy students from pre-school to post-doc across the breadth of 

India and 11 countries. 

We are extremely proud of the further work our Amity Humanity Foundation does to spread smiles to so 

many children, men and women who need it the most. 

~ Dr Atul Chauhan 

President, Amity Education Group





Amity and Polo have a long standing relationship of over a decade, with the 10th Amity Polo Cup being held 

in 2017. It is a bond that goes much beyond the love for the stately game. It is a bond that is strengthened 

by an urge to give back to the society. 

 

Organised by the Amity Humanity Foundation and the Amity Riding and Polo Academy, the Amity Polo 

Cup is the largest attended and one of the most awaited tournaments in the Delhi Polo Calendar. 

In keeping with Amity’s philosophy to work towards the upliftment of society, the Cup raises funds and 

awareness towards the education of underprivileged girls and boys studying in Amitasha and Atulasha 

Schools of the Amity Humanity Foundation. The fact that a game of polo has the crème de la crème of 

the society in attendance, makes the Foundation’s efforts more focused and fruitful. In the end, the more 

people from the privileged class step out and support noble causes, the better our world will be.

AMITY AND POLO
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The first polo tournament organised by Amity was with the Royal House of Jaipur.

Facing page: The current Amity Polo Cup trophy.



Enthralled audience at the Amity Polo Cup. Compare with page 15 to see how Jaipur Polo Ground has remained the same over the years.



Amitasha and Atulasha children performing on the polo ground.
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Every year, the children of Amitasha and Atulasha perform at the Amity Polo Cup. This moving performance  

by the students, in front of the who’s who of the society, goes on to underline Amity Group’s commitment 

towards the upliftment of the marginalised section of the society. 
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